2007 jeep grand cherokee starter solenoid

Six problems related to starter solenoid have been reported for the Jeep Grand Cherokee. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand
Cherokee. It usually takes a good 10 to 15 minutes to start sometimes then when I do get it
started I have the same issues that I have read about on this website and many other websites.
The car will not go over 20 miles per hour and you have to pull off the road, turn off the vehicle,
wait and turn it back on. It is almost like the Jeep has to be reset. I have talked with several
people and had the codes ran. It keeps coming up that it is the solenoid and starter. I have read
on many blogs about the same issue that the solenoid wires are not protected from rain water in
this vehicle and it causes them to corrode or go bad all together. This is an issue that needs to
be recalled. If they know that the wires are not protected from rain water then there needs to be
some type of protection that they can put over them or install a different kind of wire. This is
costing people hundreds of dollars to repair something that should have never been an issue.
Also this is a safety hazard because when we pull out on the road we expect our vehicle to excel
properly and go over 20 miles per hour. Consumer writes in regards to service 4 wheel" error
code message appears when vehicle is put into neutral. The consumer stated he took the
vehicle to the dealer, for repairs under recall 13v After the recall was performed, he stated the
following happened with the vehicle: when he attempted to put the vehicle in neutral, a message
appeared that read service 4-wheel. He took the vehicle to a repair shop and was told the error
code said the transfer case encoded motor was at fault. He had the repair done and had the
transmission and transfer case serviced. The encoder motor had to be purchased from the
Chrysler dealer. Two months later, he attempted to put the vehicle in neutral and the same
message appeared. He took the vehicle back to the dealer and they performed the same recall
repairs. On April 24, , the message appeared again. On April 30, the vehicle would not start, so it
had to be towed to the dealer. They replaced the starter solenoid and both front window motors.
Also, the service 4 wheel had appeared again. On may 2, 21 ,and 27 , the same service message
appeared, as well as June 1, The truck is equipped with the 5. Over the first 50 days and 1, miles
of ownership I have encountered 18 episodes of the vehicle stalling, with 14 of those stalls
occurring on major highways in traffic. The stalls occur with no warning. The vehicle
immediately decelerates to a stop and I am left with no power, no steering and no brakes. One
dealership blamed it on a bad battery. The dealership which sold me the Jeep diagnosed the
problem as a m. Sensor, which they replaced. That did not correct the problem as the stalling
problem continues to occur. The Jeep stalled and came to a stop, with a semi tractor-trailer
behind me. I have no idea how that truck driver was able to swerve in time to miss me.
Mechanics and on-line forums identify possible causes for the stalling as 1. A defective ecm
electronic control modules; 2. Shorts in the wiring harness; 3. Sparks plugs; 4. Egr valve; 5.
Ignition coil; 6. Pcv valve; 7. Transmission solenoid pack. There are no diagnostic codes stored
in the obd-ii system. One school of thought is that Jeep Grand Cherokee and commanders
equipped with the 5. As other complaints have noted, this is an obvious and persistent problem
with Jeeps equipped with the hemi engine, and Chrysler has turned a deaf ear to the
complaints. Perhaps they are waiting for the fatalities to occur. The problem has been reported
on for years with no action taken by Chrysler. This Jeep is, for lack of a better word, a deathtrap.
At best it cannot be trusted, it is unsafe and unreliable. At worst it is an accident waiting to
happen!. I've have seen on various online forums with people having this exact same problem.
Dealerships always want to replace starter and other parts when it is simply this poor
connection thats the problem. Chrysler denies it's a problem and dealer mechanics will not put
on a better connector. They just like to keep charging people for new starters and other parts
when they don't need them. This loose connection also could also cause a fire, it is an obvious
flaw in design and a fire could cause serious injury or death to someone that doesn't realize the
connection is bad. In may , mi on Jeep, slowing for red light, dies, all dash lights com on, no
power to steer, no wipers, etc. Took to dealer, no code, no re-act; has happened intermittent
since-safety issue in traffic. Now tranny problem, started sept. Need recall for esm and tbs
before someone gets killed. This is very disheartening since both my husband and I own a small
biz and are struggling just to keep the doors open and now add the expense of diagnosing
Chrysler's problem is just too much! Car would not start. It was towed to the dealership which
had to replace the starter solenoid wire. The service department informed me this was a know
design defect, but since I was just out of warranty 37k I would have to cover the cost. If this is a
know problem, why isn't it fixed. Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem 1. Starter Solenoid
problem 2. Starter Solenoid problem 3. Starter Solenoid problem 4. Starter Solenoid problem 5.
Starter Solenoid problem 6. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not
Accelerate problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Module

problems. Horn Assembly problems. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for
parts individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set
from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are
selected from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you
may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are
quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts
with electrical components cannot be returned once installed. This item may be interchangeable
with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for
reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part
numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above
"Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm
fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Starters. This part will only fit a vehicle with these
options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make
Model Search. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival
Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : ECS Frequently bought together.
Battery Tester Performance Tool W Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our
limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes
Jeep. Product Reviews. Received it later then i should have but works great. Worth the wait. Is
their anyway that i can test or know if my starter is bad?? Am having problems qith the baterry
draining it self.. I knoe when i start my jeep is a slow start. Thanks for your inquiry. There could
be multiple reasons why you're having this particular problem. We suggest taking your vehicle
to a nearby reputable shop to identify the cause. Once you know the cause, we'll be happy to
see if we carry the parts and how-to videos needed for your repair. Peter L. Call Now Customer
service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Starters. Updated: January 31, Climb into your
car. Buckle up for safety. Turn the key in the ignition andâ€¦ nothing. Nothing but a click. Could
be a dead battery. But since the dash lights and the radio and the headlamps seem to be
working, maybe something else is the culprit. Relay vs. When you turn the key to start your car,
you are activating the ignition switch. Like most of the switches in your vehicle, the ignition
switch controls only a low-powered signal, in this case to start the engine. But the starter itself
requires a lot of power. Certainly more than the tiny wires running to the ignition switch can
handle. The starter is tasked with the job of getting the internal parts of the engine turning, and
that requires a lot of torque, thereby requiring more power. So automakers insert a device that
enables a low-power signal to trigger a high-power signal. That way, a big job like starting an
engine can be enabled by a small switch. Both a relay and a solenoid are devices that receive a
low-power signal as a trigger to close or sometimes open a much larger circuit with more
power. Now the terms relay and solenoid are often used interchangeably and there is a lot of
confusion about which is which. Hopefully we do not add to the confusion. So, in that manner
the terms are often used in place of one another. Because of its construction and manner of
operation, a solenoid is usually capable of switching a higher current than a relay. Still, one
person might refer to a starter relay and another to a starter solenoid. Further muddying the
water, these devices are located in different places on different vehicles. And some
manufacturers use both a relay and a solenoid in the ignition system. In that case, the relay will
trigger the solenoid. Signs of a bad starter solenoid. Because it is more common to run into
problems with the starter solenoid than with a plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on
symptoms related to the solenoid. Consider these possible signs of a failing or bad starter
solenoid when you turn the key:. Nothing happens. If you engage the ignition and it does
nothing, there are a number of problems that could account. One possibility is the solenoid.
This could mean that the solenoid is trying to engage but that the internal components are
stuck and unable to work properly. But a faulty solenoid that fails to make adequate electrical

contact inside can also produce this tell-tale sound. If the starter engages but does not
disengage when you let go of the key , the solenoid is likely bad and the starter may suffer
significant damage as a result. Intermittent operation can be a sign of a failing starter solenoid.
Other issues that present like a bad solenoid. Problems that might cause your car to act like it
has a bad starter solenoid can include:. Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be
unable to provide enough power to start your engine. Blown fuse - Sometimes the simplest
explanation is the best one. A blown fuse in the starter circuit could be the cause of a no-start
problem. Broken or corroded wiring - Damaged or dirty wires to the battery or to the starter
solenoid or wires that are loose can prevent sufficient power from reaching the starter. It also
recharges the battery. If the alternator is bad, the battery may not be capable of starting the
engine. Starter - Some solenoids are mounted to the starter, but some are located directly inside
the starter housing. When this is the case, it may be necessary to replace the entire starter
when the solenoid goes bad. Sometimes the starter itself is the problem. Electrical issues can
be annoying and inconvenient. They can also be hazardous and can cause damage. If you run
into symptoms of a bad starter relay or solenoid with your car, truck, or SUV, make sure to have
a trusted technician to diagnose the specific problem. View All Posts Next Previous. Solenoid
When you turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Signs of a bad
starter solenoid Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than
with a plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Other
issues that present like a bad solenoid Problems that might cause your car to act like it has a
bad starter solenoid can include: Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be unable to
provide enough power to start your engine. This article is intended only as a general guidance
document and relying on its material is at your sole risk. This reservation of rights is intended
to be only as broad and inclusive as is permitted by the laws of your State of residence. Tags:
Electrical System. Get Quote. Thank you for your quote request. A representative will get back
to you shortly. For immediate assistance please call. Choose Quality We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Quantity
Sold. Shop Jeep Grand Cherokee Starter. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:. Part Number:
MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: NP Product Details Notes : 6.
OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
Crown Automotive is the go-to company for premium quality factory replacement parts for
Jeeps manufactured as far back as Since , Bosch has developed innovative
productsâ€”including sp Helpful Automoti
2012 chevy malibu repair manual pdf
2008 hyundai sonata stereo wiring diagram
1964 ford falcon body parts
ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

